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ABSTRACT

Mating motives, informed by an evolutionary perspective, are central to marketing and consumer behavior. Humans have an evolved menu of mating strategies that vary along a temporal continuum anchored by long-term committed mating (e.g., marriage) and short-term mating (e.g., one-night stands, brief affairs). Men and women, although similar in some ways, differ in their psychology of short-term and long-term mating in some respects. The proposed framework yields a four-quadrant matrix useful for more gender-specific and mating strategy-specific marketing—women's long-term, men's long-term, women's short-term, and men's short-term. Mating psychology within these quadrants include mate choice copying, error management, the sexual over-perception bias, cues to sexual exploitation, good-dad mate preferences, temporal discounting, and the psychology of opportunity costs. Discussion focuses on gender-specific marketing, market segmentation, implicit versus explicit mating cues, the importance of context, consumer's long-term interests, and the power of attention-grabbing mating cues for non-mating related products and consumer behavior.

1. Introduction

Mating motives are central to marketing. This may seem obvious. It's not terribly subtle when a car manufacturer perches an attractive woman in a cocktail dress on the hood of a car, or when an ad features a woman admiring a man holding a particular brand of beer. This essay argues that mating motives are far more important, with many more diverse and quite subtle manifestations that go far beyond these more obvious applications. They represent an ocean of largely untapped potential for marketing effectiveness. And effectiveness pivots on deep knowledge of our evolved mating psychology. Knowledge of that psychology, in turn, hinges on understanding the evolutionary processes that created that psychology.

When most people think about evolution, they conjure up clichés such as ‘survival of the fittest’ or ‘nature red in tooth and claw.’ Although survival is important, it turns out that its importance is secondary. Evolution by selection occurs through differential reproductive success, not differential survival success. A person can live to be 100 years old, but if he or she fails to reproduce, their genes perish with them. Reproductive success, in turn, hinges critically on mating success. Humans have adaptations that actually impair their survival, such as risk-taking in males when they enter the arena of mate competition, because those adaptations enhance mating success even at the cost of dying sooner. Those who fail to mate fail to become ancestors.

Each living human comes from a long and unbroken line of ancestors, each of whom succeeded in the many hurdles of mating. Each of our ancestors succeeded in choosing a fertile mate, attracting a fertile mate, being reciprocally chosen by that fertile mate, copulating with sufficient frequency to create successful conception, and often providing resources and protection to ensure successful birth and subsequent child survival. Mating success is the evolutionary bottleneck through which all reproductively successful individuals must pass. As the descendants of this incredibly long line of successful ancestors, stretching back 800 million years since the origin of sexual reproduction itself, each modern human carries with them the mating psychology that led to their ancestors' success. And it is this complex mating psychology that can be harnessed for successful marketing. This essay provides several examples of how this can be achieved. It builds upon, but does not review, the excellent previous work done in this area by pioneers such as Saad (Saad, 2007, 2011), Miller (Miller, 2009), Kenrick and Griskevicius (2013), and Otterbring and colleagues (Otterbring et al., 2018).

2. Humans have a menu of mating strategies

A core premise of modern evolutionary theories of mating, notably Sexual Strategies Theory (Buss & Schmitt, 1993, 2019), is that humans have evolved a multifaceted mating psychology consisting of a complex
suite of psychological adaptations, each of which evolved in response to evolutionarily recurrent adaptive challenges. Many of these challenges are subsumed under the rubric of sexual selection theory. The two broad adaptive problems that humans faced were (1) preferential mate choice of partners with key fitness attributes, and (2) competing with rivals for desirable mates.

Both women and men have evolved a menu of mating strategies that include long-term committed mating, short-term mating, serial mating, and extrapair mating. Although variable in form and function, long-term matings tend to be characterized by high levels of commitment, pair bonding, and emotional involvement, while short-term matings such as one-night stands, brief hookups, and temporary liaisons tend to lack these features. These ends of the temporal continuum are rough proxies and do not fully capture the psychological complexities of the suite of mating strategies that lie along this continuum.

Because different adaptive problems must be solved when pursuing these different strategies, selection has forged a complex mating psychology designed to reap the benefits and minimize the costs of each strategy. In all domains in which men and women have faced similar adaptive challenges in mating, such as solving the commitment problem in long-term mating, men and women will be similar in their underlying mating psychology (Buss, 1995). In domains in which men and women have faced different adaptive challenges recurrently throughout human evolutionary history, the sexes will differ in their mating psychology (Buss, 1995).

Women and men have fundamentally different and complementary forms of reproductive biology. Fertilization occurs within women, not within men. Post-puberty, women are fertile for only a day or two per month; men’s fertility is continuous rather than episodic. Women’s fertility drops dramatically after age 35; men’s fertility declines more gradually over their lifespan. Women and men differ dramatically in the minimum obligatory investment to produce a single offspring: nine months of pregnancy for women versus one act of sex for men. Selection has favored a sex-differentiated suite of adaptations regarding short-term mating strategies and the circumstances in which they are implemented. Access to fertile women has historically been a key constraint on men’s reproductive success, so selection has favored a psychology of short-term mating specially designed to overcome this constraint. Elements of this strategy include motivations to access a variety of sex partners, a sexual over-perception bias, and arousal-specific shifts in risk-taking thresholds. Some women in some circumstances are also motivated to pursue short-term mating, and in these contexts they tend to prioritize a mate’s physical attractiveness, immediate status, and extravagant display of resources.

The deployment of different sexual strategies, such as short-term and long-term strategies, is highly context dependent (Buss & Schmitt, 2019). These contexts include (1) the individual’s mate value; (2) the operational sex ratio in the relevant mating pool; (3) the strategies pursued by others in the mating pool; (4) the costs that might be incurred by the pursuit of each strategy, including sexually transmitted infections, reputational damage, and violence from allies, kin, or extant mates; and (5) ecological variables such as parasite prevalence, scarcity of food resources, intergroup warfare, sex-specific mortality, droughts, and other evolutionary bottlenecks.

Crossing short-term and long-term mating strategies with men and women yields a four-quadrant matrix, as shown in Table 1. This table and the sections that follow highlight just a few of the psychological design features that are highly relevant to mating and marketing, and these are discussed below.

Before we jump to the detailed discussion, we note that this discussion focuses primarily on heterosexual mating. There is a small, but growing, body of knowledge that provides insight into diverse, non-heterosexual mating behavioral and motives, and this work has similar potential to develop evidence based-marketing strategies for relevant consumers (e.g. Lawson, James, Jansson, Koyama, & Hill, 2014). Given space constraints, we have deferred discussion about this important domain, which deserves a detailed analysis in its own right.

3. Temporal discounting—Valuing the present over the future

Every human has a finite resource budget—limited time, attention, money, and effort. Life consists of a series of decisions about how to allocate those resources. A critical allocation decision hinges on investing in the present versus investing in the future—the temporal discounting function. This goes by many names—time discounting, delay discounting, time preference, hyperbolic discounting. People are said to be ‘impulsive’ if they act to maximize current pleasure without thinking about the future. They are said to ‘delay gratification’ when they make sacrifices in current pleasure for a career that will pay off many years down the line, or when they save for college, a house, or retirement. In economic terms, this is sometimes described as the value of receiving a good now versus at some point in the future. A key insight is that temporal discounting can be influenced or manipulated predictably with knowledge of our evolved psychology.

Marketing campaigns in the past sometimes inadvertently hit upon this strategy successfully, presumably in most cases without deep knowledge of our psychology of temporal discounting, instead relying on their intuitive folk psychology. For example, a highly successful beer ad from decades ago adopted this slogan: “You only go around once in life, so you might as well grab for all the gusto you can.” This manipulates our discounting function—life is short, so why wait for pleasure at some distant future point when could you could have it now?

Influencing the psychology of temporal discounting also exploits our mating psychology. The internet dating site, AshleighMadison.com, targets married men and women who want to cheat on their spouses. We know that women and men have an evolved desire for sexual variety, albeit one that is stronger in men on average (e.g., Schmitt, 2003). Yet there are countervailing forces—a sense of the immorality of cheating, the desire not to jeopardize our long-term mate ship, the fear of getting caught and the reputational damage that might ensue. To tip the scales, AshleighMadison.com created a brilliant slogan—“Life is short; have an affair.” To paraphrase Steven Pinker, it doesn’t make sense to scrimp and save all your life so that you can have one hell of a 90th anniversary birthday bash. Marketing that influences our psychology of temporal discounting to value the present over the future allows some potential customers to overcome their reservations about long-term costs in order to reap short-term sexual gains. An evolutionary lens would have revealed what emerged only later through hackers of the site—that this form of future discounting proved much more appealing to men, given their evolved short-term mating psychology. It turned out that very few actual women were on the site; many of the women’s profiles were in fact fake, created to lure in men.

In addition to verbal messages that influence the temporal

<p>| Table 1 |
| Gender-specific marketing and mating strategy: key features of evolved psychology. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short-term mating</th>
<th>Long-term mating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
<td><strong>Women</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steep temporal discounting sexual over-</td>
<td>Mate copying effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perception bias</td>
<td>Prioritize physical attractiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire for sexual variety</td>
<td>Prioritize immediate resource displays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritize body attractiveness</td>
<td>Attraction to masculine features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual exploitability cues</td>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed temporal discounting</td>
<td>Prioritize good partner cues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritize facial attractiveness</td>
<td>Delayed temporal discounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritize health cues</td>
<td>Prioritize resource potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritize sexual fidelity cues</td>
<td>Prioritize good-parent cues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritize good parent cues</td>
<td>Prioritize commitment cues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Gender-specific marketing and mating strategy: key features of evolved psychology.** |
| **Men** | **Women** |
| Steep temporal discounting sexual over- | Mate copying effect |
| perception bias | Prioritize physical attractiveness |
| Desire for sexual variety | Prioritize immediate resource displays |
| Prioritize body attractiveness | Attraction to masculine features |
| Sexual exploitability cues | **Men** | **Women** |
| Delayed temporal discounting | Prioritize good partner cues |
| Prioritize facial attractiveness | Delayed temporal discounting |
| Prioritize health cues | Prioritize resource potential |
| Prioritize sexual fidelity cues | Prioritize good-parent cues |
| Prioritize good parent cues | Prioritize commitment cues |
discounting, evolutionary psychologists have discovered that images sometimes do the trick. Men exposed to images of physically attractive women engage in sharp future discounting (Wilson & Daly, 2004). They take a smaller sum of money immediately rather than waiting for a larger sum of money later. Men exposed to unattractive women did not discount the future. Nor did women exposed to either attractive or unattractive men. Another study exposed men to photos of women in skimpy swim suits or lingerie (Van den Bergh, Dewitte, & Warlop, 2008). Men in this condition showed temporal impatience—they preferred monetary rewards now rather than in the future.

These examples suggest that although temporal discounting is a pervasive human trait, and one that is common in marketing today, for example via ‘buy now’ or via limited time offers, activating a mating context may provide an additional, and more subtle level of control of this bias. We can potentially dial it up, as in the example of men exposed to images of attractive women, or perhaps turn it down, by presenting images of children or family, depending upon what type of product or service we want consumers to engage with.

Interestingly, individuals with brains possessing especially sensitive reward systems discount the future even more sharply than other men. A possible mechanism through which these effects occur is subjective time perception—sexual cues cause men to perceive the future as unbearably far away (Kim & Zauberman, 2013). Further evidence is provided by Ariely and Loewenstein’s (2006) experiments, which showed that risky and even morally questionable short-term sexual decisions are more likely to be made when men are sexually aroused (see also Jahedi, Deck, & Ariely, 2017).

The fact that men with financial resources and social status are especially attractive to women is also a key part of the explanation (Buss, 1995). Men may unconsciously be seeking to improve their own mate value when cued by attractive mating opportunities. Support for this contention comes from a study that found that men exposed to women dressed in sexy outfits actually noticed and attended to high-status products such as expensive watches, cars, or home cinema equipment (Janssens et al., 2011; see also Griskevicius et al., 2007, for other studies that find that priming mating motives in men orient them toward luxury products and costly signaling).

Men also show steeper delay discounting than do women for the mere opportunity to view photos of members of the opposite sex (Hayden, Pariikh, Deaner, & Platt, 2007).

In addition to demonstrating that images can influence future discounting, these findings underscore the conclusion that marketing that uses mating psychology has to be gender-specific. Evolutionary psychologists were the first to discover that men prioritize physical attractiveness in mate selection more than women universally across all cultures—a feature of mating psychology that has remained invariant over time, place, political system, mating system, and cultural variation in level of gender equality (Buss, 1989; Buss & Schmitt, 2019). Moreover, no domain of human psychology is more sex-differentiated than the domain of mating (Buss & Schmitt, 2019).

4. Valuing the future over the present

All the above efforts to influence temporal discounting have been geared toward facilitating immediate gratification over long-term delay, to sharply devalue the future compared to the present. Logically, however, the discounting function can be influenced in the opposite direction, causing people to allocate resources to achieve a long-term reward, as is the case with a long-term mating strategy. From an evolutionary perspective, investing in children is a prime example, and tends to accompany long-term mating. The evolutionary payoffs in reproductive currencies do not occur until many years or decades down the line, when children survive to puberty and enter mate competition themselves. No carriers of our genetic cargo are more precious than our children, and parents have evolved adaptations designed to increase their children’s mate value. These insights can be used to sell products associated with saving, retirement, safety, nutrition, and insurance.

Some ads from the past have capitalized on this psychology, presumably without any knowledge derived explicitly from the science of evolution. A classic ad from Michelin tires exhorted parents to pay for these expensive tires over the cheaper ones: “Michelin. So much is riding on your tires,” a phrase situated next to a picture of a cute baby who is sitting within a tire. Other examples centers on ads for organic food for babies and college savings accounts—items that are costly and hence involve forgoing immediate rewards and incurring opportunity costs in the present, but may carry a long-term payoff. The message is clear—pay more now, sacrifice the present, and invest your resources in the future of your children.

This ad likely appeals roughly equally to men and women. Both sexes have an equal stake, on average, in the welfare of their children. Few ads seem to be targeted toward long-term mating. We suggest that this is a missed opportunity for marketers, given that both men and women have evolved long-term mating strategies. Nonetheless, because a child’s survival historically has been more dependent on women than on men, and because men more than women have evolved higher risk-taking propensities in order to achieve status and mating success, it is likely that women discount the future less steeply than do men. Consequently, more systematic theoretically-driven gender-specific marketing is likely to be the wave of the future, and could represent a more efficient way of spending advertising dollars for goals such as increased savings, insurance protection or other products associated with risk averse behaviors (Ariely & Foley, 2016).

5. Gender-specific marketing

Gender-specific marketing is not new. No one needs to tell marketers that mascara and rouge products are more effectively marketed to women or that muscle-building sports drinks are more effectively marketed to men. Nonetheless, evolutionary psychologists have generated discoveries—some obvious and some more subtle—that could make gender-specific marketing more effective.

5.1. Evolved mate preferences

Evolutionary psychologists have discovered that women, more than men, prioritize a potential mate’s financial resources—gender difference that is universal across cultures (Buss, 1989). Contrary to some expectations, highly successful women who have a lot of resources themselves, and consequently do not “need” a man’s resources, actually tend to value the financial status of a potential mate even more than women with fewer personal resources (Buss & Schmitt, 2019). Indeed, high mate-value women tend to become more exacting and discriminating on many mate attributes (Buss & Shackelford, 2008). Companies trying to influence women capitalize on this long-term mate preference. One is MillionaireMatch.com. Influencing women’s evolved mate preference for mates with resources appears to be so widespread that there exists a site solely designed to advertising and highlighting the “best” among the many millionaire dating sites.

Among the most lucrative of the online dating sites are those that exploit both men’s and women’s evolved mating psychology simultaneously—so-called ‘sugar baby/sugar daddy’ dating sites. Men have evolved desires for young, attractive women who display cues historically correlated with fertility (Conroy-Beam & Buss, 2018; Kenrick & Keefe, 1992). Consequently, the components that go into overall mate value—youth, attractiveness, and economics resources—are weighted differently in women and men. Assortative mating for overall mate value, therefore, should more often pair young attractive women with high resource men—a finding verified by many empirical studies (Buss & Schmitt, 2019). Marketing that harnesses both sets of mate preferences simultaneously should be especially effective.

The explicit exchange of affluence in men with youth and attractiveness in women proves especially effective in sugar baby/sugar
daddy online businesses. The average age of men on SeekingArrangements.com, the most heavily used sugar baby/sugar daddy dating site, is 40 years old; the average age of women using the site is 25. Gender-specific marketing that simultaneously appeals to women's and men's evolved psychology proves to be especially effective.

5.2. Mate choice copying

A subtler example of gender-specific marketing centers on a well-documented evolutionary psychological phenomenon known as mate choice copying. In many species, from Japanese quail to the Trinidadian guppy, females use information about the mate choices of other females as critical information about the mate value of the male. They find males whom other females have chosen to be especially attractive. Because females of most sexually reproducing species tend to be very choosy in mating, selecting a male who has been pre-screened by other females presumably provides reliable information about his genetic quality or resource provisioning abilities. Similar effects have been documented in humans (e.g., Hill & Buss, 2008). The effect becomes especially pronounced when men are surrounded by women who are physically attractive.

An advertisement geared toward selling a beverage to men that surrounded a woman with several men, even if they are attractive men, would likely backfire. Evolutionary psychological research finds that the mate choice copying effect either does not work at all on men's mating psychology, or even reverses; some studies find that men evaluate women surrounded by other men as less, not more, attractive. Without knowledge of the evolved gender-specificity of the mate copying effect, marketers would be led astray.

5.3. Error management theory and the male sexual over-perception bias

When making judgments and decisions in uncertain environments, there are two ways to err. If you hear a rustling in the leaves on a dark path in the woods, it may be a poisonous snake or an innocuous noise due to the wind. If you err by thinking it's a snake, but it turns out to be a harmless rustling due to the wind, the costs are trivial—the minor inconvenience of time and energy circumnavigating the what turns out to be harmless. If you err by thinking it harmless but then experience a venomous snake bite, the error could cost you your life. If these situations recur over evolutionary time, selection will favor cognitive biases that function to over-infer danger, thereby avoiding the costlier error. Even if these biases produce errors of inference a hundred-fold more frequent than a perfectly accurate inferential procedure, evolution by selection will favor it. They are cognitive biases in the sense of producing more frequent errors, but they are adaptive cognitive biases in that they minimize more costly errors.

Error management biases abound in mating contexts because the underlying psychology of desire can rarely be observed directly, and instead must be inferred from probabilistic cues. Recurrent cost asymmetries proliferate when it comes to mating intentions. Did that side-ways glance from an attractive potential mate signal actual romantic interest or fearful nervousness? Did that smile signal sexual potential or merely friendliness? Evolutionary researchers have documented an error management bias in men known as the sexual over-perception bias. When witnessing the same ambiguous cues, such as a smile or an incidental touch on the arm, men are more likely to infer sexual interest; women are more likely to infer mere friendliness (Abbey, 1982; Haselton & Buss, 2000; Murray, Murphy, von Hippel, Trivers, & Haselton, 2017). The reason is that misread sexual opportunities would be extremely costly for ancestral men. So, they set their threshold for inferring possible sexual interest from a woman very low to avoid missing even long shots at a chance for a rare and valuable sexual opportunity. The male sexual over-perception bias is likely responsible for some forms of sexual conflict, since it produces unwanted sexual advances toward women when men act on their erroneous inferences (Buss, 2016).

Marketing that activates the male sexual over-perception bias can, in principle, be effective in promoting products that are largely or entirely irrelevant to mating. A smiling woman, staring directly into the eyes of the viewer, could cause a man to be more inclined to buy a house, purchase a particular brand of cell phone, or even tilt him toward a particular location of tourism. Neuroscience studies show that these stimuli directly activate the nucleus accumbens, one of the key pleasure centers on the brain. It does so only in male brains, not in female brains (Cloutier, Heatherton, Whalen, & Kelley, 2008), highlighting again the importance of gender-specific marketing.

5.4. Harnessing good-dad preferences

An analog for stimulating female brains would be having a man interacting positively with a baby or a puppy. Evolutionary psychologists have shown that the same man, when interacting in these positive ways toward the young, cute, and helpless, produces an elevation in perceptions of his attractiveness in the eyes of women (e.g., Brase, 2006; La Cerra, 1995). Male observers are more oblivious to these contexts, and show no shift in attraction contingent on good-parent indicators, such as a woman interacting positively with a baby. An as-yet untested prediction is that influencing women's evolved preferences for good-dad qualities will only be effective for women seeking long-term mates, and be ineffective or irrelevant for women seeking short-term mates. This raises the issue of the importance of temporal context in human mating—a topic to which we now turn. It also raises the question of context, such as where an ad is placed, since programming or web content creates important forms of context.

5.5. Sexual exploitability and the temporal dimension of mating strategies

Evolutionary science has documented that the temporal dimension of mating is critically important. Mate preferences shift as a function of whether a woman or man is seeking a short-term casual sex partner or a long-term committed mate (Buss & Schmitt, 1993, 2019). In short-term mating, women prioritize cues to masculinity, such as a strong jaw line, a V-shaped torso, a deep voice, and athletic prowess. In long-term mating, women prioritize a man's ability and willingness to invest in her and her children, good dad and good partner qualities such as kindness and emotional stability, and cues to protection such as bravery in the face of danger. Men prioritize cues to sexual fidelity in long-term mating, as well as cues to fertility. And like women, men value good partner and good parent qualities such as kindness and emotional stability. In short-term mating, compared to long-term mating, men are more likely to value cues to body attractiveness; in long-term mating, men prioritize facial attractiveness (Confer, Perilloux, & Buss, 2010). Even more sharply, men seeking short-term mates are especially attracted to cues to sexual exploitability—women who seem immature, intoxicated, reckless, flirtatious, sleepy, wearing skimpy clothing, and showing an open body posture (Goetz, Easton, Lewis, & Buss, 2012; Lewis, Easton, Goetz, & Buss, 2012). Importantly, men find these exploitability cues distinctly unattractive when seeking long-term mates. Temporal mating context is critical.

This collection of findings has two important implications for marketing. The first is gender-specific. Depending on the products being marketed, ads should target the intersection of gender and temporal context, yielding four somewhat distinct forms of marketing—women versus men in long-term mating and women versus men in short-term mating (see Table 1). The second implication centers on market segmentation. Evolutionary science has shown that individuals differ in stable ways in the degree to which they pursue a short-term versus a long-term mating strategy (other common labels are fast versus slow life history strategies). An ad or product that appeals to a long-term mating strategist might backfire among those pursuing a short-term
mating strategy, and vice-versa.

6. Discussion

Effective marketing depends critically on influencing human psychology. An evolutionary perspective contributes important insights into the nature, design, and functions of the components of human psychology. Past marketers have successfully influenced that psychology, such as influencing the temporal discounting function or harnessing women’s or men’s evolved mate preferences. But they have often done so through trial and error, through time-consuming market testing, through blind luck, or through folk intuition. An evolutionary perspective, combined with empirical discoveries produced by this perspective, provides a potential path for more efficient, more systematic, and more tightly focused applications. Several future directions appear promising—implicit versus explicit mating cues, using mating cues to command attention versus to influence preferences, targeted marketing placement based on mating context, and market segmentation.

6.1. Implicit versus explicit mating cues

Although using explicit mating cues, such as harnessing the mate copying effect by surrounding a man with attractive women, can be effective in certain contexts, its use also has noteworthy drawbacks. Using explicit mating cues makes it easier for marketing competitors to copy, neutralizing the initial advantage over rival products. In contrast, explicit cues are more difficult to deconstruct. These include ads in which status or attractiveness are conveyed by gaze angle, pupil dilation, body language, lumbar lordosis (Lewis, Russell, Al-Shawaf, & Buss, 2015), facial micro-expressions, sclera (the white outer layer of the eyeball), limbal ring thickness or darkness (Peshek, Semmakanjed, Hoffman, & Foley, 2011), flushing and other subtle cues displayed by supporting characters, and so on.

Implicit mating cues have a second important advantage—avoiding backlash if a marketing campaign is perceived as overtly objectifying women. Although this may be less important issue when marketing primarily to young males who heavily motivated toward short-term mating, as in many of the Axe body spray ads, overtly sexual ads may alienate some women and some men. Indeed, many male grooming products are purchased by women, such as girlfriends, wives, or even mothers. The use of implicit mating cues may minimize perceptions of the sexual objectification of women.

Using implicit mating cues may capitalize on a third benefit—avoiding rapid habituation or ‘wear out’ that occurs with many explicit cues. Some ads lose their effectiveness upon repeated exposure. Moreover, they can become irritating to viewers, flipping an initially positive affective response to a negative one. The use of implicit mating cues may minimize wear-out effects, rendering an ad campaign more enduringly successful.

6.2. Using mating cues to grab attention

Marketing communication is not just about driving preference, purchase intent, and actual purchase behavior. It is also about driving familiarity, as in the mere exposure effect, and simply grabbing attention. Seizing attention is essential for any marketing message to stand out and be delivered in a noisy, marketing-dense world. Potential consumers are operating with limited attentional capacity. A marketing concept, meme, or story can be brilliant, but if there is no mechanism to grab attention, and so enable it to be told, it is of no value. Mating cues can be used as attentional hooks, even if that hook is not part of the core concept.

Research within evolutionary psychology provides many of attention-grabbing hooks—food, shelter, physical danger, social threats, coalitional camaraderie, and so on. Cues to mate attractiveness provides a wealth of physical cues, such as symmetrical features, waist-to-hip ratio (in women), shoulder-to-hip ratio (in men), eye-chin ratio, and prominent cheek bones or brow ridges. Other attention-grabbing cues hijack human attention to body language, such as a hair flip, eyebrow flash, coy smile, lip lick, lip pout, short darting glance (Moore, 1985) or the recently discovered backwards glance in a manner that mimics lordosis (Lewis et al., 2015). These cues can act as attentional ‘magnets’ that provide entrées to additional communication. They pull the viewer into a composition, sequenced story, or curated drama. Moreover, these initial mating-related attention-grabs can be re-applied later in the sequence at the point of purchase, increasing marketing efficiency.

6.3. Targeted marketing placement based on mating context

The deployment of different sexual strategies, such as short-term and long-term strategies, is highly context dependent. In cultural contexts in which a sex ratio indicates a surplus of women, for example, strategies shift more to short-term mating (Buss, 2016). In those with a surplus of men, strategies shift more toward long-term mating. Similarly, consumer receptiveness to a concept is also very context dependent. To this end, considerable effort is often geared toward creating a relevant context within an advertisement. For example, a high-end fragrance advertisement will contain numerous references to luxury and celebrity. Likewise, considerable effort is often put toward placing advertisements in a context that is contextually congruent with the product or service being sold. So, a mortgage company may advertise on the page of an online realtor, or Facebook ads will target users with interests that are congruent with products or services that are offered. The mate strategy by gender four-quadrant matrix potentially provides additional ways to more subtly match advertising to media programming context by combining advertising with programming content that sits in the same box. So, if we want to sell a savings or insurance product, place it on a website or within a TV program or movie associated with family and children, where the programming likely activates long-term mating goals. Or if we want to sell a sports car, place it in a dating website or show rather than a car show. Although not literally the same, matching content by mating strategy and gender will likely increase cognitive fluency of the message, and in so doing, increase consumer receptivity to the marketing content.

6.4. Market segmentation by gender and mating strategy

The current framework yields a more precise strategy for market segmentation. Unlike many domains of human affairs, mating is the domain of human conduct that is more sex-differentiated than any other. Moreover, individuals differ within-gender profoundly in their preferred mating strategy, with some women and some men pursuing long-term and others pursuing short-term. This well-documented scientific framework yields four very different segments of the market, suggesting four very different strategies for marketing. Ads targeting young males seeking short-term mating, for example, will likely backfire among men pursuing long-term mating and may cause backlash among women seeking either short-term or long-term mating.

6.5. A note of caution—The importance of consumer’s long-term interests

Some of the mating strategies we have discussed involve increased risk tolerance and short-term focus trade-off—sacrificing long-term goals in favor of short-term mating success. There are certainly situations where increased risk tolerance and a short-term focus can be highly beneficial to consumers, by enabling them to try new, innovative products and experiences. But many consumer goods are highly dependent upon repeat purchase, good word of mouth, and avoiding buyer’s remorse, or negative word of mouth—factors that can negatively impact ongoing sales and hence the long-term success of a brand. It is
therefore important that we use these insights to guide consumers to-ward products and services that stand up to post-purchase scrutiny, and avoid any temptation to use them to encourage short-term decisions that may not be in a consumer's long-term interest.

7. Conclusion

This paper has focused on our evolved psychology of mating, one of the most important and complex domains of human psychology. Over human evolutionary history, reproductive success—the engine of the evolutionary process—requires mating success. Consequently, humans have a rich and complex psychology of mating. Because males and fe-male have recurrently confronted different adaptive problems of mating over the past 800 million years since the origin of sexual reproduction, selection has fashioned a highly sex-differentiated mating psychology. Crossing gender with mating strategies yields a compelling four-quadrant matrix—women’s short-term mating, men’s short-term mating, women’s long-term mating, and men’s long-term mating. Deep knowl-edge of the mating psychology within each of the four quadrants pro-vides a powerful heuristic for the science of marketing and consumer behavior. The examples explored in this article—sex differences in evolved mate preferences, gender-differentiated cues to attractiveness, harnessing attraction to good-dad qualities, temporal discounting and their attendant opportunity costs, risk taking, error management, adaptive cognitive biases, and cues to sexual exploitability—provide good starting points.
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